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Abstract
The notion of index for inclusions of von Neumann algebras goes back to a seminal
work of Jones on subfactors of type II1. In the absence of a trace, one can still define
the index of a conditional expectation associated to a subfactor and look for expectations
that minimize the index. This value is called the minimal index of the subfactor.
We report on our analysis, contained in [GL19], of the minimal index for inclusions
of arbitrary von Neumann algebras (not necessarily finite, nor factorial) with finite-
dimensional centers. Our results generalize some aspects of the Jones index for multi-
matrix inclusions (finite direct sums of matrix algebras), e.g., the minimal index always
equals the squared norm of a matrix, that we call matrix dimension, as it is the case
for multi-matrices with respect to the Bratteli inclusion matrix. We also mention how
the theory of minimal index can be formulated in the purely algebraic context of rigid
2-C∗-categories.
1 Motivation
One motivation for studying von Neumann algebras with non-trivial centers and inclusions,
or better bimodules, between them comes from the theory of Quantum Information.
In an operator-algebraic description of quantum systems, observables are described by the
self-adjoint part of a non-commutative von Neumann algebra M (with separable predual),
while states correspond to normal faithful positive functionals ϕ :M→ C normalized such
that ϕ(1) = 1, where 1 denotes the identity operator. Keep in mind as an example the
most commonly studied case of finite quantum systems [OP93, Part I] where the algebra
generated by the observables is finite-dimensional, thus a multi-matrix algebra. Namely,
M∼= ⊕i=1,...,mMki(C), where m,ki ∈ N and Mki(C) is the algebra of ki × ki matrices over
C, realized on the finite dimensional Hilbert space CN , N = k1+. . .+km. More generally, the
center Z(M) =M∩M′ is the classical part of the system, in the previous case Z(M) ∼= Cm,
while each factor in the central decomposition ofM, in the previous case Mki(C), is a purely
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quantum part of the system. Recall that a factor is a von Neumann algebra with center equal
to C1.
In this note we shall always assume, as in [GL19], that the center is finite-dimensional,
Z(M) ∼= Cm, thus
M∼=
⊕
i=1,...,m
Mi
where pi ∈ Z(M) are the minimal central projections andMi =Mpi are factors (of arbitrary
type). In this sense, we study possibly infinite quantum systems with a finite-dimensional
classical part.
The building blocks of information transfer (communication) from a quantum system
N to another M are called quantum channels. In the operator-algebraic setting, they are
conventionally described by normal completely positive maps α : N →M such that α(1) = 1.
Recall that a map α : N →M is called positive if it sends positive elements of N to positive
elements ofM, while it is called completely positive if α⊗ idk×k : N ⊗Mk(C)→M⊗Mk(C)
is positive for every k ∈ N. Communication takes place via transferring states from one
system to another by pullback, namely αt(ϕ) := ϕ ◦ α is a state on N whenever ϕ is a state
on M. Note also that normal states and normal unital ∗-homomorphisms are examples of
completely positive maps. In this note, as in the first part of [GL19], we will mostly restrict
ourselves to quantum channels given by inclusion morphisms
ι : N →֒M
associated to unital inclusions of von Neumann algebras N ⊆ M. We will furthermore
assume that the inclusion morphism has finite Jones index. This assumption is equivalent to
the existence of a conjugate morphism ι :M→N (conjugate quantum channel going in the
opposite direction). The notion of Jones index will be reviewed in the next section, while we
refer to [LR97] and to the second part of [GL19] for the definition of conjugate morphism and
its relation to the theory of (minimal) index. For now, we only mention that these notions of
conjugation and of minimal index, and the more fundamental notion of (matricial, intrinsic)
dimension, are naturally formulated in a tensor C∗-categorical language. Namely for abstract
1-arrows X : N →M running between 0-objects N ,M of a 2-C∗-category.
Remark 1.1. More generally, one can think of quantum channels as described by N -M
bimodules H, also denoted by NHM, see [Lon18, Sec. 2,3]. Recall that a bimodule is a
Hilbert space H with a normal left action of N , l : N → B(H), namely l(n1n2) = l(n1)l(n2),
and a normal right action of M, r :M→ B(H), namely r(m1m2) = r(m2)r(m1), such that
l(N ) and r(M) mutually commute in B(H). Thus a bimodule sees in a “balanced way” the
inclusion l(N ) ⊂ r(M)′ and the dual inclusion r(M) ⊂ l(N )′. Moreover, it is known that
every normal unital completely positive map gives rise to a bimodule.
In this algebraic setup of Quantum Information, Longo [Lon18, Thm. 3.2, Cor. 3.4] gave a
mathematical derivation of Landauer’s bound for possibly infinite quantum systems [Lan61].
See also [Ben03], [PV01] for an introduction to Landauer’s principle and bound, and for an
explanation of how these settle the famous Maxwell’s demon paradox. The bound is a lower
estimate on the amount of energy (heat) that is emitted from the system whenever 1 classical
bit of information is deleted (or any logically irreversible operation is performed). Namely,
Eα ≥ 1
2
kT log(2)
2
where Eα is the variation of the free energy associated to the channel α, k is Boltzmann’s
constant and T is the temperature of the environment. The bound is calculated in [Lon18]
by means of the matrix dimension Dα, it is in general half of the original Landauer’s bound
E ≥ kT log(2), and it coincides with the latter in the case of finite quantum systems because
the lowest non-trivial possible (scalar) dimension of an inclusion of matrix algebras is 2
instead of
√
2.
The most important properties of the matrix dimension Dα of a quantum channel α, in
our case of an inclusion morphism α = ι, are its multiplicativity and additivity :
Dβ◦α = DβDα, Dα⊕β = Dα +Dβ
where β ◦ α and α⊕ β denote respectively the composition (or “tensor multiplication”) and
the direct sum of channels. Moreover, Dα determines the minimal index as the square of its
l2-norm, and the (unique) minimal conditional expectation via Perron-Frobenius theory, as
we shall explain in the next section.
2 Minimal index
Let N ⊂M be a unital inclusion of von Neumann algebras. The Jones index of the inclusion
is a number (≥ 1) that measures the “relative size” of M w.r.t. N . The index equals 1 if
N =M, it equals +∞ ifM is way bigger than N , and it enjoys the exciting property of being
quantized between 1 and 4. Actually, there can be more than one notion of “index” for an
inclusion, depending on the type of algebras involved. If N ∼=Mk(C) andM∼=Mh(C) (finite
type I factors) then h = km for some m ∈ N, the inclusion morphism is the amplification,
namely Mk(C) ⊗ 1m ⊂ Mh(C), and the index is the square of the multiplicity m2, i.e., the
ratio of the algebraic dimensions ofM over N . If N andM are factors of type II1, the Jones
index, denoted by [M : N ], is defined in terms of tracial states [Jon83]. This is the original
definition of index and in this regime one can observe the already mentioned quantization
phenomenon of the index values [Jon83, Thm. 4.3.1]. If N ⊂ M is a multi-matrix inclusion
(the simplest instance of inclusion with non-trivial centers), namely N ∼= ⊕j=1,...,nMkj (C)
and M ∼= ⊕i=1,...,mMhi(C), denote by k = (k1, . . . , kn)t, h = (h1, . . . , hm)t the vectors
of dimensions (with positive integer components), and by Λ the Bratteli inclusion matrix
(with positive integer entries) describing the inclusion morphism of N in M, [Bra72]. Then
Λk = h is the only consistency condition on the Bratteli diagram associated to the inclusion,
and the index (there are several equivalent definitions of index in this case) equals ‖Λ‖2l2 ,
[GdlHJ89, Ch. 2]. For an inclusion N ⊂ M of finite direct sums of type II1 factors, the
index, again denoted by [M : N ], is defined as the spectral radius of a product of matrices
constructed from the unique trace on each factor in M (trace matrix ) and from the square
roots of the Jones indices of the subfactors obtained by central decomposition (Jones index
matrix ), [GdlHJ89, Ch. 3]. If the inclusion is connected, i.e., Z(N ) ∩ Z(M) = C1 (which
is equivalent to the actual connectedness of the adjacency graph of N ⊂ M, see [GdlHJ89,
Sec. 1.3]) and if [M : N ] ≤ 4, then [M : N ] = ‖ΛMN ‖2l2 by [GdlHJ89, Thm. 3.7.13], where
ΛMN is the aforementioned Jones index matrix. The theory of index for inclusion of finite von
Neumann algebras has been further extended to inclusions with possibly infinite (atomic or
diffuse) centers by Jolissaint in [Jol90].
In the absence of a trace, e.g., for subfactors of type III, one can still define the index
of a normal faithful conditional expectation E : M → N , denoted by Ind(E), [Kos86]. An
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inclusion is said to have finite index if it admits some E with ‖ Ind(E)‖ < +∞. The index
Ind(E) is in general an element of Z(M), with Ind(E) ≥ 1, it is of course a scalar in the
case of subfactors, and it gives back the Jones index for a finite subfactor by [M : N ]1 =
Ind(Etr), where Etr is the trace-preserving expectation. If the inclusion is not irreducible,
i.e. N ′ ∩ M 6= C1, there can be several expectations E : M → N , and one can look for
those minimizing the number ‖ Ind(E)‖. The minimal index of the inclusion N ⊂M is then
defined to be
[M : N ]0 := inf
E
{‖ Ind(E)‖}
This analysis has been performed first in the case of subfactors by Hiai [Hia88], Longo [Lon89]
and Havet [Hav90, Sec. 1], where it is shown that there is a unique expectation minimizing
the index and this expectation is characterized via a certain sphericality condition (which
opens the way to a tensor C∗-categorical formulation of the minimal index, see [LR97]).
Remark 2.1. For finite subfactors it can happen that [M : N ]0  [M : N ]. Equality is
attained for the so called extremal subfactors, see [PP86, Sec. 4], [PP91] and [Bur03, Sec.
2.3].
In case of arbitrary inclusions, Jolissaint [Jol91, Thm. 1.8] proved that there is always an
expectation minimizing the index (thus called a minimal expectation), but this expectation
is not unique in general as shown by Fidaleo and Isola [FI96, Prop. 10, Sec. 5].
The starting points of our analysis are the works of Havet [Hav90, Sec. 2] and Teruya
[Ter92], where it is shown that in the case of connected inclusions with finite-dimensional
centers there is a unique minimal expectation E0, and its index is a scalar operator in Z(M),
i.e., Ind(E0) = [M : N ]01. We mention that the connectedness assumption is almost without
loss of generality, as every inclusion can be written as a direct sum of connected ones.
Theorem 2.2. [GL19]. Let N ⊂ M be a connected inclusion with finite index and finite-
dimensional centers.
Let p1, . . . , pm and q1, . . . , qn be the minimal projections in Z(M) and Z(N ) respectively
and, whenever piqj 6= 0, consider the subfactors Nij := Npiqj ⊂Mij := qjMpiqj and define
dij := [Mij : Nij]1/20 , while dij := 0 otherwise. Then
[M : N ]0 = ‖D‖2l2
where D is the m× n matrix with entries dij . We call D the matrix dimension of N ⊂ M
and d := ‖D‖l2 its scalar dimension.
From the previous theorem, together with the quantization of the index for expectations
between factors [Kos86], as in [GdlHJ89, Prop. 3.7.12 (c)] one can conclude that either
[M : N ]0 ∈ {4 cos2(π/k), k ∈ N, k ≥ 3} or [M : N ]0 ≥ 4.
For every normal faithful conditional expectation E :M→N one can consider a matrix
of expectations Eij : Mij → Nij and a matrix of numbers λEij ≥ 0 with the property
that
∑
i λ
E
ij = 1 (thus called column-stochastic or Markovian). Namely, λ
E
ijqj := E(pi)qj and
Eij(qjxpiqj) := (λ
E
ij)
−1E(xpi)piqj for every x ∈ M. From the pair Eij, λEij one can reconstruct
the expectation via E(x) =
∑
i,j λ
E
ijσij(Eij(qjxpiqj)), x ∈ M, where σij : Nij → Nj := N qj
is the inverse of the induction isomorphism yqj 7→ ypiqj , y ∈ N . Moreover, every expectation
arises uniquely in this way, [Hav90, Prop. 2.2, 2.3], [Ter92, Prop. 2.1].
Note that by connectedness assumption, the matrix dimension D (or equivalently any
matrix with the same pattern of zero and non-zero entries) is indecomposable, i.e., DDt and
DtD are irreducible square matrices, [GdlHJ89, Lem. 1.3.2, 2.3.1].
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Theorem 2.3. [GL19]. Let N ⊂M be as in the previous theorem.
Consider the eigenvalue equations
DtD
√
ν = d2
√
ν
DDt
√
µ = d2
√
µ
where
√
ν = (ν
1/2
1 , . . . , ν
1/2
n )t,
√
µ = (µ
1/2
1 , . . . , µ
1/2
m )t are vectors with strictly positive entries
and l2-normalized (thus unique by Perron-Frobenius theory). Then the minimal expectation
E0 :M→N is determined by
(E0)ij = E
0
ij , λ
E0
ij =
dij
d
µ
1/2
i
ν
1/2
j
where E0ij :Mij → Nij is the unique minimal expectation in each subfactor, if piqj 6= 0.
As a consequence, we have the following “weighted” additivity formula for the scalar
dimension d (thus for [M : N ]0)
d =
∑
i,j
dijν
1/2
j µ
1/2
i .
Moreover, by setting ωl(qj) := νj and ωr(pi) := µi we have two faithful states ωl and ωr
on Z(N ) and Z(M) respectively, canonically determined by the inclusion. We call them
respectively the left and right state of N ⊂ M. These states provide a characterization of
minimality of E0 which extends the previously mentioned (but not explained) sphericality
condition in the case of subfactors. Namely, E0 is the only expectation from M onto N
fulfilling
ωl ◦ E0 = ωr ◦ (E0)′ on N ′ ∩M
where (E0)′ : N ′ →M′ is the dual expectation in the sense of Kosaki [Kos86]. Note that the
previous equation makes sense because E0(N ′ ∩M) = Z(N ) and (E0)′(N ′ ∩M) = Z(M),
and it defines a canonical state on N ′ ∩M for the inclusion, that we call spherical state of
N ⊂M, denoted by ωs.
Remark 2.4. In the subfactor case one has that the square root of the minimal index is
additive and multiplicative, namely d = d1 + d2 if d is the dimension of N ⊂ M and d1, d2
are obtained by cutting with projections p1, p2 ∈ N ′ ∩M such that p1 + p2 = 1. Moreover,
let N ⊂M ⊂ L be two consecutive subfactors, then d = d1d2 if d, d1, d2 are respectively the
dimensions of N ⊂ L, N ⊂M, M⊂ L.
These relations do no longer hold for inclusions with non-trivial centers, indeed one has to
replace the scalar dimension with the matrix dimension to have D = D1+D2 and D = D2D1.
In particular, the dimension (thus the minimal index) is in general only submultiplicative
d ≤ d1d2, while the minimal index itself can be additive d2 = d21 + d22 (if one of N orM is a
factor).
3 Extremality and super-extremality
In the case of finite direct sums of finite factors, as for type II1 subfactors, one can compare
the two theories of index (trace/minimal). Given a connected inclusion of such algebras
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N ⊂ M with finite index, on one hand, we have the matrix dimension D, the minimal
conditional expectation E0 with index [M : N ]0, and the spherical state ωs on N ′ ∩M. On
the other hand, we have the Jones index matrix ΛMN , the Jones index [M : N ] and a uniquely
determined trace τ onM, called the Markov trace of N ⊂M, [GdlHJ89, Sec. 2.7,3.7], which
extends to the Jones tower.
Definition 3.1. In [GL19, Sec. 3], we called extremal an inclusion which fulfills E0 = Eτ ,
where Eτ is the Markov trace-preserving expectation, and super-extremal an inclusion which
fulfills in addition ωs = τ↾N ′∩M.
By [Hav90, Prop. 3.2], [GdlHJ89, Cor. 3.7.4] we have Ind(Eτ ) = [M : N ]1, thus for
an extremal inclusion we have [M : N ]0 = [M : N ]. Recall from [GL19, Lem. 3.2] that
ωs = τ↾N ′∩M is equivalent to ωl = τ↾Z(N ), where ωl is by definition ωs↾Z(N ). Another
condition that one might consider is the equality of matrices D = ΛMN , which corresponds to
an entrywise extremality for the inclusion once reduced with every piqj. Clearly for a finite
subfactor, all these notions, including super-extremality, boil down to the ordinary notion of
extremality, see Remark 2.1.
The following results completely settle the analysis of (super-)extremal inclusions ofmulti-
matrices (always assumed to have finite-dimensional centers, thus with finite index). As in
the first paragraph of the previous section, if N ⊂ M is the inclusion, denote by k =
(k1, . . . , kn)
t, h = (h1, . . . , hm)
t the vectors of dimensions such that N ∼= ⊕j=1,...,nMkj (C)
and M ∼= ⊕i=1,...,mMhi(C), and denote by Λ the Bratteli inclusion matrix. Recall that
Λk = h is the consistency of the Bratteli diagram.
Theorem 3.2. [GL19]. Let N ⊂M be a connected multi-matrix inclusion.
Then D = ΛMN = Λ and the inclusion is always extremal, namely E
0 = Eτ . The inclusion
is also super-extremal if and only if
Λth = d2k.
The index (we need not specify which one) of a super-extremal multi-matrix inclusion is
easy to compute and it has the following properties:
Proposition 3.3. [GL19]. Let N ⊂ M be as in the previous theorem. If the inclusion is
super-extremal then
[M : N ]0 =
‖h‖2l2
‖k‖2
l2
(the ratio of the algebraic dimensions of M over N ). In particular the index must be a
positive integer (because rational and algebraic integer) and every positive integer (not only
squares of integers) is the index of such an inclusion.
Moreover, the index of super-extremal multi-matrix inclusions is clearly multiplicative.
4 Open problems
Some natural problems (currently under investigation) that arise from the analysis of the
minimal index for von Neumann inclusion reviewed here are:
Problem 4.1. In the case of inclusions with infinite-dimensional and atomic centers there
can be more than one expectation such that ‖ Ind(E0)‖ = infE{‖ Ind(E)‖}. Can one find a
preferred, canonical one, whose index is scalar and which is related to the (infinite) matrix
dimension in some way?
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Note that in the case of the previous problem the matrix dimension can be defined as for
finite-dimensional centers using minimal central projections.
Problem 4.2. In the same situation as above, does the theory of minimal index admit a
purely 2-C∗-categorical (or better 2-W ∗-categorical) formulation, cf. [GLR85]? Namely, does
the theory of intrinsic tensor-categorical dimension admit an extension beyond tensor C∗-
categories with simple tensor unit or with finitely reducible tensor unit? What is a “standard
solution” of the conjugate equations beyond the previously mentioned regimes?
We do not want to ask the same question of categorical translation beyond the case
of atomic centers, because we cannot immagine by now a good notion of direct integral of
objects in a tensor C∗- (or W ∗-) category.
Problem 4.3. In the case of inclusions with infinite-dimensional and possibly diffuse cen-
ters (in the absence of minimal central projections) what is a good substitute of the matrix
dimension?
Problem 4.4. Study the consequences of and characterize super-extremality for inclusion
of finite direct sums of type II1 factors. Find examples of such inclusions that go beyond
tensoring a super-extremal multi-matrix inclusion with a type II1 factor.
Problem 4.5. Study C∗-Frobenius algebra objects in tensor C∗-categories with non-simple
but finitely reducible tensor unit (e.g. for unitary multi-fusion categories), cf. [BKLR15, Ch.
3], [EGNO15, Ch. 4]. Study the relation between the realization of C∗-Frobenius algebras in
End(
⊕n
i=1R) (Q-systems) or Bim(
⊕n
i=1R) and extensions of
⊕n
i=1R, where R is a factor.
It is known that every unitary fusion category, and more generally every rigid tensor
C∗-category with simple unit can be realized as endomorphisms or bimodules of a factor
(that can be chosen either of type II1 or of type III, and in some cases hyperfinite), [HY00],
[Yam03], [BHP12], [GY19].
Problem 4.6. Study the problem of realizing unitary multi-fusion categories, or more gener-
ally rigid 2-C∗-categories with finite-dimensional centers, as endomorphisms or bimodules of⊕n
i=1R, where R is a factor. Is every such abstract category realizable in operator-algebras,
if so, is the realization unique in a suitable sense?
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